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Kashmira professional uses Baobab oil 
and Biotin as its active ingredients  
because of their vast amount of  
benefits to the hair and skin. Baobab 
is a tree native to South Africa known 
as “the tree of life”. The baobab tree  
produces a fruit that contains an  
oil that is known to be a great  
moisturizer and can penetrate deep 
into the hair follicle to trigger  
cell growth.   
 
Biotin is composed of the B vitamin 
which helps create amino acids that 
produce a form of keratin (which our 
hair is mostly comprised of), helping 
to maintain hair’s health and improves 
its strength.  

Unapologetic!



Our gentle cleansing formula helps hydrate and restores moisture levels,  
improving the overall health and appearance of your hair.

Baobab Oil & Biotin Shampoo



nstantly penetrate your hair to restore shine, softness and strength. This 
creamy conditioner helps jumpstart your hair back to its natural health.

Baobab Oil & Biotin Conditioner



Our hydrating mask deeply penetrates the hair to help restore elasticity and 
rebuild strength while repairing damage caused by environmental factors 
and chemical treatments. 

Baobab Oil & Biotin Mask





Leave curls defined, weightless and bouncy with our hydrating Bouncy Cream. 
Enhances natural shine and provides color protection without the sticky  
residue. 

Baobab Oil & Biotin Bouncy Cream



Our Styling Lotion is a nourishing treat for dry, lifeless hair. Use it to smooth 
your hair for straight tresses, or to scrunch for disheveled beachy waves.

Baobab Oil & Biotin Styling Lotion



Our serum gives your hair the extra boost it needs to behave. It penetrates 
fast and deep to restore thick, unmanageable hair back to its natural shine. 

Baobab Oil & Biotin Serum



Say hello to the ultimate finisher! This Glimmer Shine Spray attract and  
reflect light to give hair a gorgeous gloss that leaves hair looking healthy, 
vibrant and luminous.

Baobab Oil & Biotin Glimmer Shine



Our breakthrough firm-hold spray offers a long lasting, fast drying and  
humidity resistant  healthy-looking shine, which maintains naturally desired 
hairstyles all day long.

Baobab Oil & Biotin Finishing Spray





Dry your hair fast, while maintaining the overall health and strength of your hair. 
The dryer’s tourmaline barrel is fused with ceramics, providing the perfect com-
bination of heat, air and positive ions. Enjoy a frizz-free experience and feel as 
though you have just walked out of a salon.

The Ionic Dryer provides the perfect technology balance to help you maintain 
healthy and elegant locks. The ceramic barrel generates a powerful blast of 
ion-enriched air enabling you to shape and guide your hair to perfection.

Kashmira Ionic Dryer



Natural, bouncy curls are all the rage right now, but not all of us were blessed with 
beautiful, curly hair.

ISO Beauty’s collection of Twisters are perfect for creating those ringlets, spirals, 
and waves exactly how you want. These unique press action twisters give you that 
naturally curly look quickly and easily, and there are now tons of options to suit 
anyone’s taste. ISO Beauty’s advanced technology conditions hair as you style. 
This is especially important when styling naturally curly hair, which is more frag-
ile and prone to breakage than straight hair. You get the benefits of both ceramic 
and tourmaline plates to achieve the look you want while leaving your hair looking 
healthy, shiny, and soft. 

Kashmira 19mm Twister



Style each strand with our newest and most innovative straightener, introducing 
The Mira. With every glide, the unique 3D suspended plate design captures more 
hair as it seamlessly tames every strand and requires no repeat straightening, re-
sulting in quick and efficient styles. With cool-touch technology and rapid heat up, 
the 1” infused ceramic plates offer quick and effective styling whatever your hair 
type, making straightening a pleasure, and ensuring you can create a frizz-free, 
sleek look with ease.

Kashmira Professional 3D Iron





Applicator bottles
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Capes
Clips
Clippers
Combs
Foils
Gloves (latex)
Hair extensions 
Holders for hot tools
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By ISO Beauty 

9111 Winnetka Ave., Chatsworth, CA. 91311 
Ph: 877.936.7476 

 
Follow us: @kashmiraprofessional 

 
www.KashmiraProfessional.com

Allergy Tested & Alcohol Free • No Parabens | No Sulfates | No Silicons | Cruelty Free




